**Department of Anthropology and Sociology (ANSO)**
Academic year 2019-2020

**Research Design and Proposal Writing in Social Sciences**

**ANSO037 - Spring - 6 ECTS**

**Schedule & Room**

**Course Description**

This course (strongly recommended for 2nd year ANSO Master students) is a class on research design in the social sciences. Students will learn how to relate their cases and observations drawn from fieldwork (observation, interview, or archives) with theory and conceptual debates. Students are encouraged to come to class with a research idea in mind, or better, a draft of a research proposal. Throughout the class, students will write small assignments that will allow them to produce a research proposal by the end of the class.

---

**Syllabus**

**Performance Assessment**

The assessment of students’ performance will be broken down into three criteria: participation in class (15% of the grade), engagement as a commentator (25%), writing of the weekly assignments (30%) and the final research proposal (30%).

Students are required to read about 3-4 book chapters and articles every other week, but the key elements of this class are writing and commenting.

Every other week, students will write one part of their research proposal, so that they gradually make progress. **Each writing exercise is due by Wednesday 2pm BEFORE the class.** Students are required to send their writing exercise to the TA who will make a compilation that will be shared with all the other students of the class. Therefore, every student can (and must) read her colleagues’ writing exercises prior to class.
In addition, students will be asked to focus on ONE particular piece of writing (by one of their colleagues), and write a short comment to be presented in the class. This student will be referred to below as your ‘commentator’. Commentators may vary for each week.

This exercise is meant to nurture your commenting (e.g. analytical) skills, which means that you should not only do the work of ‘commentator’ for the one paper you are assigned to comment upon (and for which you need to read a little more), but for ALL the proposals. So in class, we should gather a lot of comments, almost by everybody for each paper. That means that everyone needs to learn to express herself very briefly, and go immediately to the core of the problems you have identified and also propose a solution to solve the problem (all in one minute max).

Depending on class size, during the presentations we will split the class into 2 groups (max. 8 students per group). In that case, each week, the discussions will be chaired alternatively by the professor and the TA (each one changing group each week). Overall, students will receive feedback on their theory review, case selection, data-collection methods once by the TA and once by the Professor.

***

1. **Tuesday, 17 September 2019:**
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |
   Course Introduction and Overview

2. **Tuesday, 24 September 2019:**
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |
   **Research Design and Evaluation**

   In this session, we will consider the different criteria used to evaluate research, in grant committees but also in blind review for publication and broader academic debates. Please come to class thinking about examples of what you think is “good” and “bad” research.

   **References**


3. **Tuesday, 01 October 2019:**
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |
   **From Research Idea to Research Object**

   *Guidelines for the writer:*

   After you decide your topic of research, find an article in the daily press (NYT, Le Monde, The Guardian, etc.) or magazines (New Yorker, etc.) that deals with some of the issues at stake in your future research. Send the article to your commentator.
Then, write what could be an introductory paragraph (half a page) to your future proposal based on that article.

Then, start thinking about the research question that you want to raise about this topic. To help you do so, find two articles: one article published in a major generalist journal (e.g. AJS or ASR, a top Anthropology journal, etc.); and choose one article from a specialty journal (from recent issues) in which you are likely to publish your paper. Send one of the articles to your commentator.

Then, use both articles to identify: The broad general question the author seeks to answer; and how the author answers her question.

Identify whether the contribution is framed as a contribution to the literature, whether she brings in wealth of new data and disconfirms old theory/frame, whether she challenges existing theory; or adjudicates an ongoing debate in the field; etc.

Then, write one page (or half a page) to formulate your research question, and frame how your future research on the topic can contribute to the field.

Guidelines for the commentator:

You need to comment on the choices made by the writer with respect to the choice of anecdote and research question. Having read one academic and one popular article will help you think of alternative ways that the introduction writer could have used to start his/her proposal. So try to think of alternatives, and the pros and cons of each alternative. If you know the topic, and want to refer to other sources than the academic article that you've been sent, please, do so.

4. Tuesday, 08 October 2019:
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037

**What is a Literature Review and What Purpose does it Serve?**

In this session, we will consider different types of literature reviews, how these might relate to your research proposal, and their distinct purposes. We will also consider how to best go about doing a literature review, including reviewing a range of possible sources and strategies.

**References**


5. Tuesday, 15 October 2019:
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037

**What is Theory?**

In this session, we will discuss what we mean by theory in social sciences and how we relate to it. Come to class open to debate different perspectives and argue for your own.

**References**


6. **Tuesday, 22 October 2019:**

   - 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

   **Theory and Literature Review**

   **Guidelines for the writer:**

   You need to write 2 pages, starting with your research question (2 lines). Then, you announce which subfields of anthropology/sociology your question belongs to (legal anthropology, etc.), and which broad set of theories have debated this question for the last 10-20-30 years. This is one paragraph.

   Then, draft the literature review of your research proposal. To do so, find 3 articles (send ONE of these to your commentator) on your general topic (but not your case specifically) and list the research questions asked by each author. Identify the research question that is most similar to the one you want to ask.

   Then, list at least 2 (possibly 3) different approaches to answer your research question. After that, you present the list of concepts/authors/solutions to the puzzle you identified that belong to a first approach (3 paragraphs max). You can tell us what are the limits of their approach (a methodological limit? A theoretical one? Etc.). Then, you do the same with the second approach by listing how the concepts/authors/theoretical claims lead to a different answer to your initial research question. You can and present some limits (3 paragraphs max).

   Tip: Annual Reviews of Sociology, Anthropology, etc, usually have good examples on how to write a literature review.

   **Guidelines for the commentator:**

   You need to pay close attention to the 2 pages of literature review that your fellow student will send you. Your comments should be focused on these 2 pages, and not on the article that your fellow will have sent you, as this other article is just here to allow you to learn a bit more about the kind of literature that will be discussed by your colleague (and that you may not know at all).

   Paying close attention to the 2 pages of literature does not necessarily mean that in class, you have to discuss every sentence of the proposal. Please, try to sum up your comments in maximum 3 lines of thought: 3 problems you may identify (and that can be improved). First, do you think the concepts/theories identify will allow your colleague to answer his/her question? Second, can you think
of another answer that is not debated in the literature review (and that belongs to another literature)? Third, do you think the debate is well rendered by the proposal? (for instance, would you change the order between the first and second set of answers, etc.).

Please, keep your comments to a maximum of 4-5 minutes.

7. **Tuesday, 29 October 2019:**

   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

   **Choosing a Case**

   In this session we will discuss how to justify your case of analysis. What is your case a case of? Why study your case? Is it representative or unique? Are the results from it generalizable? This is probably one of the most key questions one has to deal with in qualitative research, so please take your time to read the following pieces:

   **References**


8. **Tuesday, 05 November 2019:**

   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

   **Cases Selection**

   *Guidelines for the writer:*

   Start by re-stating your research question (2 lines), and the one or two literatures that you think you will address (2 lines). This is normally already included in a proposal, but here, please, just write down as your thinking is evolving, and this is just for your readers to know what you will be talking about.

   **Step 1: Find 5 articles that deal with the case(s) you want to study.** They may overlap with the articles you used for your literature review, but they may not. Indeed, you may want to look for articles which deal with the specifics of your case(s) but which do not have a good literature review (some more historically/empirically-based articles). Or articles that deal with your case but that do not ask the same question about it. Yet they may allow you to learn something about your case, which will allow you to formulate hypotheses about how your case dialogues with your conceptual questions. You need to pay close attention to the conceptual questions that have been asked about this case before, and what kind of data has been used to answer these questions in your specific case. Send one article in this subset of articles to your commentator.
Based on a subset of these readings, provide an in-depth description of the case(s) you intend to study. Then, write down 2-3 pages: describe your case(s) and explain why choosing your case(s) is the best way to investigate the verifiability of your hypotheses. The point is not to say everything you know about the topic, but to justify why it is a good idea to choose this case 1) to answer your research question; 2) why choosing your case(s) is the best way to investigate the verifiability of your theoretical hypotheses; 3) why choosing this case is a good idea in terms of data available (because you will know what has already been used to investigate that case, and you need to tell us what kind of new data (new interviews, new fieldwork, new surveys, new historical research, etc.) you intend on building upon; 4) why you think that investigating these specific new data with these new theoretical lenses that are yours is better than what has been said about this case before by other authors.

Step 2: In order to develop the ideas above, provide a description of cases that you DO NOT intend to study in depth.

Find 5 articles that deal with similar cases, and identify a subset of cases which could be comparable to your case (but which you do not intend to study). Try to find some criteria which make these cases and your case(s) comparable and not comparable at the same time.

Then, write down 1-2 pages: describe your case(s) and explain why choosing these other case(s) might help you verify or disconfirm your hypotheses.

Guidelines for the commentator:

About the case(s): You need to pay close attention to the 2-3 pages of case description that your fellow student will send you. Your comments should be focused on these 2-3 pages, and not on the ONE article that your fellow will have sent you, as this other article is just here to allow you to learn a bit more about the kind of literature that will be discussed by your colleague. Think of the following question: 1) is it a good case to answer the research question (think about micro-macro problems)? 2) If it is a comparison, do you think a comparison is needed? And is it the right comparison to choose? 3) whether the data that will be used is the right one to answer the kind of question raised, and whether you think it will be difficult to get this data (and whether another data may not be better and more readily available).

About the non case: Discuss whether the author convincingly argues that these are 'cases' of the same thing, and if they are not, whether some conceptual clarification is needed from the author about what her/his case is really a case of. Assess whether the author convincingly argues that the case under study (described in the last assignment) is similar to those other cases (all are the average cases) or whether the inclusion of these other cases shows that in fact, the case under study is chosen because it is an interesting outlier. Then, you should discuss what are the merits of choosing an average vs. an outlier as the main case of your study.

9. Tuesday, 12 November 2019:
   10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

Interviews and other Data Collection Methods

This week we will discuss two important controversies one around urban ethnographies of the “poor” and the other on the pros and cons of observation and in-depth interviews. These two controversies raise important questions on research methods, their underlying research assumptions and the ethics of research with human subjects. Read with an open mind – the goal is not to take sides, but to understand the tensions and choices made by researchers.
References

**Urban Ethnographies in the 1990s**


**Talk is cheap controversy :**


10. **Tuesday, 19 November 2019:**

   10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

**Data Collection Methods**

*Guidelines for the writer:*

Write 3-4 pages that outline which research methods you intend to use and the problems associated with your methodology.

Discuss which methods would be best to use—whether qualitative or quantitative, historical or ethnographic, or a mixture of the two.
Note any specific difficulties that you may encounter using such methods – sampling, reliability, numbers of respondents, access to fieldwork or archives, etc. - and explain how they might be resolved.

Discuss the ethical issues, if any, associated with the methods used, and how you propose to get round any material or ethical difficulties identified.

Guidelines for the commentator:

Discuss whether you think the data collected (interviews, observation, survey, archives) suffers from a problem of reliability? Or validity? (criteria internal reliability and validity) If there are problems with either the reliability or validity of the data, how can the author come around? Find new data sources? Complement the data collection with another technique?

Is the data fit to answer the theoretical question? If there is a problem of validity, should the author change the research question so that we do not run into the same problems? (criteria of theoretical fit)

Has the author said something about how the data will be analysed, and how the analysis will allow him/her to produce new knowledge? (Criteria of originality)

11. Wednesday, 26 November and 3 December 2019:
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

   Revisiting Literature Review

   Guidelines for the writer:

   As your research proposal has been involving, so might be your ideas. Rewrite your literature review in the light of the changes that have been made (perhaps eventually you need to engage with different bodies of literature!).

   Guidelines for the commentator:

   First, do you think the concepts/theories identify will allow your colleague to answer his/her question? Second, can you think of another answer that is not debated in the literature review (and that belongs to another literature)?

12. Monday, 10 and 17 December 2019:
   ➢ 10:15 to 12:00pm (S6) ANSO037 |

   Discussion of Final Proposals

   Guidelines for the writer:

   The total proposal should be 30,000 characters maximum (without bibliography) – about 8 pages, the size of a FNS Doctoral research application.

   Write an abstract in which you summarize your proposed research question, methodology, and case selection.
Add a detailed timetable outlining the order of steps, and complete the bibliography.

Add all the write-ups and send the draft of your research proposal to everyone

*Guidelines for the commentator:*

In general, do you think the selection of cases and the data-collection methods will allow your colleague to answer his/her research question?